Logistics
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It is all about logistics
Ross DK offers a wide palette of services within
logistics. The services target on- and offshore
operations, however, primarily within oil & gas
and wind. Services are tailored to suit the needs
of companies with a fluctuating need for support,
and companies / consortiums, which require a
common hub for dispatch of their deliveries in a
swift, timely and cost-efficient manner.
The logistics service falls into four categories;
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Cargo logistics



Personnel logistics



Marine logistics



Base & Site management

Ross DK logistics use different management
systems, which encompass most logistical needs.
Ross DK logistics has the flexibility to bridge
different systems to provide cohesive logistics for
the benefit of the project.
A key benefit of Ross DK logistics service is our
understanding of the supply chain from vendor
to site. We provide input to the linkage of
logistics tasks up to delivery at the installation
site incl. applications & permits, packaging,
loading and unloading stresses, sea fasting and
not least time in terms of long-lead items,
critical-path items and securing timely contracts
with intermediate transport providers.
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Cargo logistics
Projects have a need to have equipment
delivered to follow the overall project plans. Ross
DK logistics provides the link between the project
organisation, various vendors & suppliers and the
work site. Equipment covers larger as well as
smaller modules. The logistics team ensure the
transportability of items to ensure their
functionality at site. As equipment gets installed,
commissioned and put in operation, a secondary
logistics service is needed; consumables.
Consumables cover a wide range of items and
can be anything from fuel, over personnel
supplies, to more odd items that are required as
part of maintenance operations and have a very
irregular interval of delivery.
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Personnel logistics
Ross DK logistics works with Ross Offshore in
Norway, where they have a booking centre that
handles booking of personnel to and from site as
required by the project. The booking centre has
the daily contact to the client to make sure that
personnel is at the right site to the right time. As
part of the service, logistics also handle
personnel details, such as filing Medic & Huet
certificates and Next of Kin documents and
maintaining these. This done with due
observation of protection of personal data.
When working in an offshore project, weather
plays a significant part as the logistics team try to
plan for weather delays by continually assessing
the forecasts.

Logistics will endeavour to arrange other ways of
travel to site by diverting personnel from
helicopters to ships, or in case of no-travel will
arrange accommodation until next possibility for
mobilization.
Pending the provisions of the project the booking
centre is allocated dynamically to the project and
can cover anything from repetitive tasks to ad
hoc tasks, which arise in a contingency situation.
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Logistics will endeavour to arrange other ways of
travel to site by diverting personnel from
helicopters to ships, or in case of no-travel will
arrange accommodation until next possibility for
mobilization.
Pending the provisions of the project the booking
centre is allocated dynamically to the project and
can cover anything from repetitive tasks to ad
hoc tasks, which arise in a contingency situation.

Full-time project
When employed full time on a project, the tasks
handled by the booking centre is handled and
management
directly
by
the
logistics
coordinator.
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Marine logistics
Marine logistics is by far the most complex
operation logistically speaking and covers
operations such as rig moves, vessel
coordination,
mooring
operations,
accommodation unit installations as well as
seabed preparations for jack-ups. While not
strictly speaking offshore, coordination of land
drilling rigs is also covered by the marine logistics
team, and covers mobilisation and rig-up
operations and when the rig moves off site after
conclusion of a drilling campaign.
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Base & Site management
Ross DK logistics can be responsible for building
and maintaining an onshore base & site for our
clients. The service is holistic and we take care of
all aspects in the process, like finding local
partners for warehousing, offices, stevedores,
suppliers (electricians, welders, carpenters etc)
and vendors for procurement of consumables,
waste management, hotel accommodations etc.
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Booking center in Stavanger
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Logistics organisation
Ross DK logistics assign a logistics coordinator
(LC) to every project, and then the LC will be
focal point for all logistics operations. Pending on
the project scope the LC can be assigned to one
or more projects, making the use of the LC
flexible for customer. The utilisation of the LC is
forecasted by the client by looking ahead in 4month increments. The LC can be located on site,
off site at a project / company HQ, or be
remotely located and visiting project locations at
selected intervals.

In addition logistics also handle in-between or
cross-over tasks which cover cargo, personnel
and base logistics including, but limited to;



Contract handling



Inventory control



Keeping track of rental material



Cost tracking & reporting

The LC is supported by the booking centre, which
as a centralised hub, will support the LC with
various functions as described in under
personnel logistics.
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Ross DK A/S
Bentzonsvej 6 – 8, Parterre
2000 Frederiksberg
Denmark
[p] +45 3810 0919
[m] mail@rossoffshore.dk
[w] www.rossoffshore.dk
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